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 Editor’s Blurb

The month of February has seen a lot of action 
at Carbis Bay. There have been quite a few fly-

ing days there for both hangers and paras and the 
latest news is that the farmer has ploughed it up 
- along with the adjacent (alternative) field, plus 
the ‘carry in’ field! In this newsletter we find out 
the latest from site officer Roger Full on this. 

We’ve been seeing some consistent cold weather 
(frequently dropping below freezing) for a change. 
Consequently the sea-thermal action is good. 
But we’re still waiting for that much anticipated 
XC day at St Agnes when one of us manages to 
catch a ride with a boomer and make it to the 
south coast! It’s happened on enough occasions 
in the past (see pic). Why not this year? And why 
not let’s see the first ever paraglider do it! Your 
friendly editor promises a bottle of rum to the first 
person to cross from coast to coast this winter! 
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Let’s kick-start this year’s KHPA XC League with 
an epic flight or two. The Rampaging Rhinos, the 
Snorting Bulls, the Pouncing Lions, the Wild Wea-
sels or the Grizzly Bears - one of these teams is 
destined for glory. 

A few pilots from the KHPA attended a club coach 
course this month which proved to be better than 
expected. One topic that came up in the course 
that will be examined in more detail in this issue 
of the Bulletin is sports psychology and how it can 
improve our flying. Coady has always encouraged 
positive thinking in new pilots and led the way 
with his own confidence. (As John says, ‘The  sun 
shines out of his arse’.) In this issue we’ll see why 
positive thinking this works! 

Mark AS

What’s Been Happening?
February Club flying - highlights

Carbis Bay, Saturday 4th.
10+ paragliders enjoyed Carbis how it used to be 
- nice and grassy. The morning was very good, 
with abundant sea thermals. The wind then 
veered to the East and dropped off mid afternoon. 
We saw some hand towing in very light winds - as 
well as lots of standing around. Later on the wind 

 S U B S * S U B S * S U B S 
Please pay your outstanding 
KHPA subscription (£15) to our 
secretary Paul Howse if you 
haven’t done so! Tel. 01326 
574498 / www.khpa.co.uk 



backed more Northerly again with cyclic thermal 
activity, which kept us up nicely - in the right part 
of the cycle. There was some heavy scratching 
going on at the end of the day, with one or two 
beach landings. Coady had both a ‘taking off’ and 
a ‘landing’ mishap on this day that made everyone 
chuckle. 

Carbis Bay, Thursday 9th.
Hangers and paras enjoyed an afternoon at Carbis 
in fresh NE winds. Sea thermals didn’t seem to 
develop much (the high pressure?) so there was 
no decent sea thermalling. 
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Alan, Woody, Mike , Pete and ski hat.

John and Gay enjoying the grass.

One of our guys coming into land - Paul?

Chapel Porth, Sunday 11th.
Phippsy reports: “A good day at Chapel Porth with 
nine hangers out on the hill in fresh conditions. 
Hakim made the jump from his Calypso to a more 
sporty wing followed by also moving on from 
his Supp type harness to a modern race type 
(Tenax) so is now set for this year’s competitions, 
this guy is seriously keen! (and quite talented). 
Chris Whittaker also had a go in another of our 
preowned harnesses and landed delighted with 
the extra comfort it gave compared to his older 
model so it was happy faces all around. There 
was plenty of flying to be had and good to see 
such a healthy turn out of hangers for a change.” 
(www.flychaps.f9.co.uk)

Perranporth, Monday 28th.
A dozen or so paragliders plus Hakim on his new 
Tenax. Those who flew before the gust front 
passed through got the best flying. Alan K. timed 
his landing just right. There was an opening after 
the rain but conditions soon picked up again.  Glen 
ducked in to top land, timing it well. Mark AS got 
stuck in a venturi near the far (town) beach that 
turned his glide ratio from infinity to zero, and had 
to land on the path. A little later Mark B - the only 
paraglider still flying - had to push out from the 
hill and beach land. Hakim made a well executed 
top landing in the fresh conditions. Good banter 
amongst some paras in the pub later about glider 
certification, acro technqiues, and the feats of 
‘Lester’ the hang glider.

Club Coach Course: 11th -12th Feb

Brian Reynolds, Mark Ashton Smith, Dave 
Stevens, Mike Abbott, Chris Smith and Richard 
Kippax attended the two day club coach course 
in Ivybridge, Devon, organized by Mark Nicol of 
the South Devon Club. The BHPA’s Mark Dale and 
Dave Thompson did an excellent job at the front 
of the class room and KHPA participants agreed it 
was a surprisingly good learning experience and 
beneficial to their personal flying awareness. Paul 
Howse had strongly recommended the course 
in January’s club meeting, whether or not the 
participant ended up putting his name forward to 
become an official club coach. 

Mike & Brian back in a classroom



KHPA News 
Carbis Bay

Flying Continues at Carbis Bay. Although our 
take off field and carry through field have been 
ploughed up, we can use the far half of the field to 
the left of our take off field. This is still at present 
in grass and massive. To be fair to the site we 
should NOT use Carbis Bay for competitions until 
agreement is reached. Porthia have appointed 
new tenant farmers, but have not notified us 
yet! (same old story) The existing farmer is well 
miffed! 

Use the same parking as always and enter via the 
same field with Blue KHPA sign. Instead of walking 
diagonally across the field, now walk around the 
left side of the field hugging the hedge. At the 
top there is a gateway that takes you into the 
pathway. Turn left and walk down towards the 
building site. Half way down you will see the 
furthermost half of the field is not ploughed and 
this is large enough for both Paras & Hangers to 
use simultaneously for take off and landing. Enter 
by the tractor access in the fence or the gate at 
the far end near the wall and site entrance. Under 
no circumstances enter the building site area! 

If the remainder falls under the plough, we will 
have to re-think! 

Treat carefully.  Roger Full (Carbis Site Officer). 

Competitions

The Frostbite comp has been canned: it’s now too 
late in the year. The South Devon Club should be 
calling the Brass Monkey comp within the next few 
weeks. It will be posted on the website.

The 2006 British Club Challenge (BCC) 
season is now offically open!  The website is 
www.flybcc.co.uk (Some of our ‘runners up’ team 
from last year are pictured on the front page!) Get 
stuck in this year - you’ll have a great time!

Some points that really stood out for Brian, Dave, 
Mike and Mark were:

Being careful to advise and coach, rather than 
instruct (‘Do this’ ‘Do that’).

Let the pilot who is being coached arrive at their 
own decisions by raising relevant considerations: 
don’t make the decisions for them.

Thinking from a beginner’s point of view - not 
making the assumptions that you build up with 
experience. 

Make sure what you are trying to communicate is 
understood by the person you are coaching. You’ll 
need to encourage questioning and dialogue to do 
this - don’t assume that what is clear to you is 
clear to them.

The fact that no club coach has ever been 
prosecuted or is likely to be.

The sports psychology bit was useful. For example, 
knowing where your concentration/focus should 
be if you are flying well. Good competent pilots 
tend to use both ‘Broad’ styles the most in the 
diagram below. 

Chairman Dave burried in his blue folder

Carbis Bay without grass!
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This is a paper about sports psychology and how 
knowing about how your psychology works can 

improve your flying. Sports psychology has had 
a dramatic effect on some pilots’ flying careers 
- it’s a fact. According to Mark Dale (author of the 
BHPA’s The Pilot’s Handbook) sports psychology 
transformed Judy Leden from an average national 
league pilot into a world champion more or less 
overnight. The sports psychology part of the Club 
Coach course has motivated the doctor in the club 
to look into the topic and come up with something 
that might be useful.  

In the classic May-June 2004 issue of Cross 
Country – the one with the picture of Bob Drury 
with a stubbly chin, shades and a look of supreme 
confidence thermalling 7000m over the Indian 
Himalayas – there is an article called ‘Cracking 
the Ton’ by the man himself in which he compares 
pulling off a 100k flight in mountains with a great 
robbery. This is how you get away with it: First 
there is ‘Casing the Joint’ where you plan your 
route. Second we have ‘Sharpening your Tools’ 
where he talks about being prepared for the flight. 
Third we have ‘Pulling off the Heist’ which involves 
putting the plan into action. And lastly we have 
‘Stashing the Goods’ where you get the prize and 
the glory. The article concludes by saying “The 
flight is theoretical… and has been calculated using 
a pilot of medium intelligence and experience…. If 
you find yourself staring failure in the face for the 
umpteenth time, blame only yourself and refer 
to the ‘Cross Country annual bumper book of 
excuses for bombing out’ for a suitable way to 
excuse your incompetence as pure misfortune.” 
Bob is a hard task-master.

Advice on how to fly can focus on either the 
objective side of flying (techniques, conditions, 
terrain, skill levels, etc), or the subjective side 
of flying (feelings, attitudes and beliefs). Sports 
psychology helps us with the latter. Most of 
Bob’s advice in ‘Cracking the Ton’ focuses on the 
objective, but he also advises on one piece of 
sports psychology that’s so important it is totally 
essential: self-belief.

Self-belief is about feeling positive, not negative. 
It’s about not letting doubt take hold. It’s a type 
of confidence and if a picture tells you more than 

a thousand words you can see this confidence 
written all over his face on the front cover of 
Cross Country 93. This self-belief, confidence and 
positivity lies absolutely at the heart of Bob Drury’s 
outstanding flying achievements. He would agree 
with Henry Ford who said, “Whether you think you 
can or think you can’t, you’re right.” 

Why do we fly?

Let’s take a step back and ask ourselves: Why do 
we fly? At the very least it should be because we 
enjoy it! As Jocky Sanderson says in his ‘Speed to 
Fly’ instructional video:

If you’re not enjoying the sport you’d better 
question your motives! After an accident or a 
serious scare, learning to enjoy it again may 
take some working at of course, but you have to 
end up having a lot of fun. I’m going to assume 
that not only do you fly for fun, but you also fly 
to get better – to improve your flying, whether 
its to fly more efficiently, fly in other countries, 
become an XC hound or an acro-addict, learn new 
skills like towing, fly both floppies and hangers, 
win competitions, make a name for yourself, or 
whatever - in a word: to progress. After all, we 
are the KHPA, not some unknown, half-pint club.  

Feedback Cycles: Positive and Negative.

This is where confidence comes in. Confidence is 
essential for staying motivated which is essential 
for making progress. Confidence is needed to 
take on a challenge in the first place, and once 
committed to get stuck in and keep trying. All 
this is essential to getting results. We’ll never fly 
super-efficiently, go XC or do spiral dives by just 
sitting back and letting it happen: we need to get 
stuck in. We feel a buzz getting results (first XC, 
a good spiral dive, winning a comp). This positive 
feedback further feeds our self-confidence that 
in turn gets us psyched to take on (and most 
likely succeed) in yet more challenges. And so 
on and so on. This way we’re always pushing the 
envelope and getting better. Good pilots always 
have a healthy degree of self-confidence (look at 
Coady!); it’s part of the positive-feedback cycle of 
progress.  It’s this very cycle that took Bob Drury 
from his first hops in Wales to flights across the 
Himalayas – and it’s got our club to where it is 
– lots of confidence, lots of challenges, lots of fun 
& lots of positive-feedback. And tapping into this 
cycle is just as useful to the weekend pilot with a 
job and young kids as the pro, and to the retired 
pilot, as the pilot in his teens.

If you let doubt and negativity take over, on the 
other hand, you’re more likely to both expect and 
accept defeat and failure. It’s like a self-fulfilling 
prophesy – the first signs of difficulty and you give 

Intro to Sports Psychology
Mark Ashton Smith

Try to follow your planned route and 
believe in the decisions that led you to 
plan that route. It’s easy when falling out 
the sky in endless sink to get negative 
and pessimistic. If you do, you’ll start 
flying badly and you’ll be hitching home in 
no time at all! Instead, believe in yourself, 
turn your sink alarm off, and smile 
inwardly in anticipation of the ripping 
climb your about to hit.

You’ve got to remember why you’re there 
– because you enjoy it. … The best pilot is 
the one who’s having the most fun.
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up, disengage, saying to yourself ‘I knew it’. And 
with the negative feedback of failure comes yet 
more doubt and even less willingness to take on 
new challenges. This is the vicious cycle of failure 
and it stops enjoyment and progress in its tracks. 

Sports Psychology in Practice.

So in practical terms how do we become better 
pilots through the positive-feedback cycle and 
keep clear the vicious negative one? 

Step 1. Tap into the positivity of the club. 

There is a lot of positivity, confidence and self-
belief in the KHPA club, and this can be tapped 
into.  We’re all lucky we’re members of such a 
confident club given the central role confidence 
plays in getting better. It really comes into its own 
in the comradery at team comps, socials (e.g. 
towing) and holidays - so the more of these we get 
involved with the better. And let’s not forget our 
reputation for being competitive! Competition is 
part of our club’s historic culture and competition 
can be an excellent spur to both enjoyment and 
progress if it’s done in the right spirit. This latest 
club XC comp proposed by Tim Jones is a great 
idea. And this year’s BCC should be a blast for the 
KHPA because so many people are going. If we 
get into towing socials that would help too.

Step 2. Pace yourself right. 

The challenges you set yourself need to be 
matched to your own talent, skill level and 
experience. The positivity of good pilots in the 
club can help you believe in yourself, and break 
personal boundaries, but in the end you have 
to know yourself and keep in touch with what 
you are ready for and what you want to get out 
of flying. Aim for personal milestones that keep 
building on your confidence, not breaking it down. 
Don’t keep getting pressured into flying situations 
that erode your confidence! Sometimes you need 
some peer pressure to kick-start you, but other 
times the peer pressure can have a negative 
impact. You need to harness the positivity in the 
club for what is good for you and keep your own 
motivation up.  

Figure 1 shows how one pilot who dreams of XC 
has succeeded in pacing himself, keeping the 
positive-feedback cycle going.

He has progressed one milestone at a time, 
matching his ability to the challenge, He has stayed 
confident and motivated the whole time. Before 
doing his first decent XC, even though he was 
nervous he was ready for it. He’s not constantly 
under-performing and getting bored (shown by 
the ‘O’ region), nor constantly overstretching and 
setting himself up for an accident (shown by the 
‘X’ region). He stays enthusiastic and motivated 
because he’s developing at the right pace for him. 

His achievements build his confidence and his 
confidence sets him up for the next challenge.

As far as confidence goes, being over-confident 
can be as much of a problem – and often more 
dangerous - as being under-confident. How many 
times have you seen someone with truck loads of 
confidence and an ego as big as an island have 
an accident and then after recovering be racked 
with fear, self-doubt and negativity? But being 
held back by under-confidence is also common. 
Someone may have 100 hours in varied conditions 
on the coast but still be too anxious to circle in a 
sea thermal: this person is under-confident and 
needs to work on this.

How do you know if you are pacing yourself right? 
Ask yourself, ‘How much am I enjoying the flying?’ 
and ‘How motivated am I’? They go together. If 
you’re a bit bored and the keenness has worn off, 
you may have been underachieving. On the flip 
side if you’re more nervy and on edge than you 
were in the past, you’ve probably been pushing it 
too much and you need to ease off a bit, building 
up your confidence again. You may even have 
been overdosing with your flying and you simply 
need a break!  

What’s the general impression of others in the 
club? If you’ve got some ambition do they believe 
in you? Ask an experienced pilot or club coach who 
you trust ‘Am I ready for this?’  One good reason 
to have coaches on the hill is that they should be 
sensitive to this.

Step 3. Pep talks & the ‘approach’ vs 
‘avoidance’ systems.

There’s a problem when you are perfectly ready 
for the next flying challenge but you’re disabled by 
nervousness and negative thinking. Sometimes if 
others can’t talk you into a more confident frame 
of mind, you have to talk yourself into it. You need 

 Figure 1
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an ‘alter-ego’ that talks some sense into you. Be 
your own judge. Here is an example of this from a 
first class doorman and sports psychologist called 
Geoff Thompson who was at the time in a police 
station facing being charged for injuring some 
squadies with a knuckle duster which carried a 
five year sentence. He knew all he had to do to 
get away with it was to deny it, but the police 
interrogation made this tough:

Geoff got away with a warning and his success 
made him more confident, gave him more self-
belief, the next time he ended up at the station. 
Sometimes we need these private pep talks with 
ourselves to get the job done. There’s no point in 
always being soft on yourself! 

Another way of dealing with lack of confidence 
and doubt is to simply change your focus 
from avoiding something negative to wanting 
something positive. This psychological technique 
is described by Jocky Sanderson in his Speed to 
Fly video:

Bob Drury uses this technique all the time - 
sometimes to save his bacon. Here is an extract 
from one of his Himalayan epics with Peter 
Brinkeby and Rob Whittall:

This is an extreme situation, but flying always 
come with stuff you want to avoid or escape 
from (sink, rough air, deflations, limited landing 
options, cu-nimbs, losing a comp, etc) as well 
as stuff you want more of (lift, cores, distance, 
views, covering new ground, flying with birds, 
winning, etc). Do what it takes to keep your 
focus on attaining the positives– what you want 
– not avoiding the negatives. It may take some 
aggression (‘let’s core that bitch!’), or simply 
a shout’ ‘Yeeha!’ and a change of focus. Here’s 
another example of this from Bob Drury who’s 
just flown through a snow storm in the Himalayas 
with John Silvester:

This is a surreal scenario but notice how their 
focus decisively changes from escaping the storm 
to getting to the ‘blue hole’ ahead to ‘continue the 
day’. In a situation we can relate to, you might 
change your focus from ‘worrying about limited 
landing options’ to ‘trying to make it to the next 
ridge’.   

This mind-set is important because the positive 

Each thought tried to hook onto a 
ledge of weakness, but I ignored the 
voice and countered, ‘I’m not scared. 
They haven’t got me. I’m not finished. 
I’ll never give in. I can handle it.’ Then 
I challenged my own mind, ‘Give it your 
best shot, I can handle anything you 
throw at me.’ I knew from experience 
that your own mind can be your worst 
enemy and that as soon as you gave in, 
even a little bit, to these thoughts, they 
grew stronger and stronger, feeding on 
each little victory, making you weaker 
and weaker.

Sometimes people get very worried 
when the air is very strong or very 
punchy. Turn this fear into excitement. 
Turn the negative into the positive and 
get stuck into it. If it’s going up strong 
it means it’s good! So you have to get 
stuck in. By tightening up on the core 
and finding the lift you’re concentrating 
on something good which is going 
up. By tightening on the core you’re 
actually loading the wing up more 
with centrifugal force and weight and 
therefore it’s less likely to collapse… 
and in general you have a better 
time of it. If you dwell on the ‘having 
deflations’ you generally find yourself 
being pushed out of the thermal into 
the rough air and you have a bad time. 
...It’s important to get stuck in and 
enjoy it. 

My heart starts racing as I’m tugged 
and thrown around as the thermal 
sucks me in and blasts me upwards 

away from the cliff. The vario goes 
straight off its 8m/s scale and screams 
at me what I already know: ‘Don’t fall 
out of this one.’ When I finally swing 
through under the canopy and get a 
chance to turn I do it hard and fast 
with as much energy and aggression as 
I can find. I can’t afford to let the glider 
get the better of me for a moment… 
I thermal for my life! Really flying the 
glider, flinging it round in tight 360s 
trying to track the lift and the fastest 
way out of here. The glider threatens to 
collapses several times but I’m working 
it so hard it can’t. Total concentration 
with no room for fear, and somehow 
I’m just able to keep the wing open 
and flying.

We flew through more snow and hail 
only this time the lift under the cloud 
was so strong it wouldn’t allow the 
hail to fall. Instead it floated surreally 
in front of us and we passed through 
it like spaceships in an asteroid field, 
laughing but scared. Suddenly the 
cloud to our south finally blew and 
letting out a deafening roll of thunder, 
it let us know it was almost checkmate. 
I’ve heard thunder many times before, 
but not sat under a paraglider only 300 
metres below the storm. I swear I went 
weightless with fright at the first peel, 
but after the second and third I was 
used to it and concentrating completely 
on trying to escape the imminent trap. 
After a short radio exchange we decided 
to keep going, we were still 300 metres 
below the base of the storm and only a 
kilometre or two from the edge. If we 
could just reach the edge before being 
sucked in we’d be free to jump the next 
ridge in to the blue hole and we’d have 
escaped to possibly continue the day.
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feedback cycle you need to progress with your 
flying works with the positives, not the negatives. 
There’s scientific evidence that human beings 
have these two motivational systems, one for 
‘approach’ behaviour and one for ‘avoidance’ 
behaviour, and they function differently:

When you’re succeeding through your approach 
system (e.g. getting high, staying in the core) 
you feel elation and eagerness; when you’re 
‘succeeding’ through your avoidance system (e.g. 
escaping from the turbulence around the thermal) 
all you feel is relief. The first system will keep you 
in the thermal with a well pressured wing, the 
second will see you pushed out of it with a few 
collapses! Constantly running away from threats 
and seeking relief from anxiety wont make you 
a good pilot and won’t help you enjoy the sport 
more in the long run. As Jocky says, “Get stuck in! 
…You know you’re safe really.”

Summary: The Three ‘P’s.

So remember the three ‘P’s for personal progress. 
The first for tapping into the Positivity in the club, 
the second for Pacing yourself right, and the third 
for Pep talks, helping you believe in yourself and 
switch your focus from avoiding negative threats 
or problems to going after positive goals.  
 
 

 

February Notices
Perran Sands parking

Rumour has it that Perran Sands management 
are going to be charging everyone - including 
KHPA members - £25 for their annual parking 
ticket next year. So we’ll have to try to negotiate 
something more reasonable - particularly since 
we are offering to do work on resurfacing the 
approach road + parking area that we now use.

Paintball

The paintball social on the 19th was a blast for 
those who turned up. Players got through four 
thousand rounds! Next time, to make things 
run smoother, Dave will be asking for deposits/
payments up front. 

Photos from the KHPA’s past

In response to a request, Alan Phipps has been 
sending the Editor some classic photos from the 
past. Hopefully we’ll be able to start documenting 
these more systematically on the website for 
future generations. Some will be shown in next 
month’s bulletin. 

Calendar

Big Fat Repack, Sunday 5th March

Mike Abbott has been organising this, and Phil 
Austin, Alan Knight, Mark AS, Annie Anderson, 
Woody and Manuel - as well as Mike - are now 
signed up. Raymond was finding it difficult to get 
a ticket unfortunately. Two cars will be going up to 
Reading on Sunday 5th, setting off from Cornwall 
at 5.30 in the morning! For those who aren’t on this 
course, make sure you’ve repacked your reserves 
for the Spring/Summer XC/towing season! Some 
club members have a lot of experience packing, 
and Graham is a qualified packer.

Kernow Tow Group meeting

March’s meeting will be on Wednesday, 8th March, 
this month for those who want a get-together 
round a few bevies at the Bird in Hand pub, Hayle. 
We are currently aiming to get the winch up and 
running first, and then develop the infrastructure 
for using it. In the meantime for those of you 
who are desperate for a tow on a light wind day, 
remember that Phippsy is always a phone-call 
away! (01209 842877). 

Figure 2
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MINUTES OF THE APRIL MEETING OF THE
KERNOW HANG GLIDING & PARAGLIDING ASSOCIATION

AT THE CLINTON SOCIAL CLUB ON 13th FEB. 2006

At 20.25 Chairman Dave welcomed  just 19 members to this meeting.
In the absence of Secretary Chris Alan acted as secretary for this meeting.

Apologies for absence were received on behalf of : Secretary Chris – domestic commitments and 
Roger Green – fraternal obligations.

Minutes of the last meeting  were read agreed and signed.

Matters Arising.

Annual Dinner .  The dinner held on 21st Jan was deemed a success and thanks were expressed to 
Brian’s son for providing the disco and Alan for organising the dinner.

Social Events – Paintballing.  Dave has arranged this for Sunday 19th Feb at The Lizard. Members 
participating are asked to ‘phone Dave but it will be OK to turn up on the day.

Perranporth Site Parking. Members are urged to apply for their parking tickets right away as there 
may be a limit on the number of concessionary tickets issued. Applications should be made at Perran 
Sands Reception. A charge of £2.50 is being made this year.

Club Coach Course. Brian Reynolds, Mark A.S. Dave Stevens, Chris Smith, Richard Kippax and Mike 
Abbott attended the course run by the S. Devon Club and all present agreed it was a very good experience 
and beneficial to their personal flying awareness. A discussion ensued regarding the appointment of 
additional Club Coaches and the upshot was that we should proceed as agreed at the Meeting of January 
2006.  Daisy said that there is a need for a coach grading system and we agreed this should be considered 
by the club safety officers when they meet to deal with the coach appointments.   

Regular Reports.

Hang Gliding Training.  Phippsy reported 5 days training with 1 x PG/CPC/TOW – 2 x  PG/EPC/TOW – 1 
X  PG Tow Conversion – 1 x HG/EPC and 1 x HG/DUAL Rating.

Paragliding Training.  Mark reported one day of training.

Competitions.  John T told us he has entered 2 PG teams in the BCC and that these Kernow teams are 
the first to be registered.  Daisy said he has entered 1 Hang Gliding team. It is hoped to run the first HG 
qualifying competition as the Kernow Frostbite Comp on the weekend of 25th/26th Feb.

Club Flying. Yesterday, Sunday 12th Feb was a good day for hang gliders with 10 gliders active at Chapel 
Porth. Newly rated pilot Hakim flew on 4 days in the week notching up 10 hours on 4 different sites.

Incidents. None apart from a reluctant and very vague admission by Pete Code to do with scraping the 
hedge in front of Carbis Bay take off while attempting to launch on a PG.

Other Business.

Aerotowing.  Dave asked if there were members interested in the purchase of a microlight with a view 
to starting aerotowing. Members recalled that this project had been explored in depth and that the 
financial implications were too steep for members to consider at this time. We hear that the Condors 
Aerotowing Group are experiencing big difficulty.

Crash Trophy.  This is still to be presented to the “lucky” winner. The trophy has still to be recovered 
from last year’s holder.

Membership. Our treasurer reports that over 50% of last years members have still to renew their 
membership and asked for a prominent notice to be published in the next Bulletin.

Perran Site. Dave said it was time we did something about the old parking area. Alan said that he needs 
to speak to Perran Sands Maintenance Manager who was very busy right now with work going on at the 
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Holiday Centre. Graham outlined the work we might do and Dave said he could get the use of  a mini 
digger.  Alan said he would try and speak to the Perran Sands Maintenance man this next week

Members’ Forum.

Bulletin.  Mark A.S. asked members to get material for the Bulletin to him by 20th Feb and monthly after 
that.
   
Mike Abbott  said that at the Coaching Course a lot was made of the need to avoid conflict with radio 
controlled model aircraft  and suggested that we should arranged some rule to cover this hazard. 
Members recalled that contacts had been made with local aeromodelling clubs and the understanding we 
have with them works well. Such problems as arise involve holiday visitors.

Mark B complimented Woody, Alan and Brian on their flying skills recently demonstrated.

Woody said he had photographs taken at Carbis Bay.

That completed the business for the evening and the meeting closed at 21.24   

A P P E N D E D  &  M O S T  U P - T O - D A T E  L I S T  A S  O F  F E B  2 0 0 6

K E R N O W  M E M B E R S  C O N T A C T  L I S T :
Surname  Name  Phone  Mobile        e-mail

Abbott  Mike  01736 798598 07866 170 632        make@abbottandellwood.co.uk 
Anderson Annie  01736 351858 07980 810 689        annie@exploreclimbing.com
Ashford  Alan   01208 79050  07816 534 325 
Ashton-Smith  Mark   01736 351858 07980 634 965         mark@equilibriumcentre.com
Austin  Phil  01736 795915           panalba@btconnect.com
Barter  Kev     07900 046 574
Birch  Aleck  01726 890956
Bull  James
Butler   Mark   0700 5980362 07971 795 559        enquiries@cornwallparagliding.co.uk
Buxton  Patrick  01872 274667 07887 841 813         pb@ukbcc.co.uk
Calligan Ian  01840 261718  07941 623 650         i.callaghan@virgin.net
Clelford Mike  01736 710376           mikeclelford@aol.com
Coad   Pete   01209 716522  07977 841 117         peter.coad.camborne@ukgateway.net
Connatty Mike  01752 269378  07884 292 493        mconnatty@yahoo.co.uk
Cooper  Gavin   01209 219081 07971 459 894        GDC@hangies.fsnet.co.uk
Coxon  Mark       07801 370 725        markpcoxon@mail2world.com      
Crockford  Peter   01326 372107  07976 721 350         sales@sailtech.co.uk
Cruse  Jenny  01736 761838  07710 219 465        st.tropez@adventure-sports.co.uk
Curtis   Paul    07785 232 444
Dodge  Tom  01579 363144 07957 360 988        tomdodge@ukonline.co.uk
Dunstan  Paul   01209 217304  07979 328 169
Eagle   Nigel   01637 880546
Easthope  Geoff   01872 573308                     (Honorary Member)
Ferguson  Vicki   01326 315013  07977 793 518           vicki_ferguson@hotmail.com 
Fowler  Alan
Fowler  Glen   01326 374938
Fox  Martin  01726 852190 07989 593 172
Full   Roger   01736 796140  07768 661 498         roger@ind-art.co.uk
David   Geraghty 01326 372943  07969 137 753        david@geraghty2824.freeserve.co.uk
Green   Barry   01208 831647
Green  Eddy    07981 453 029        eddy_green@yahoo.com
Green   Roger   01726 69687  07967 662 948
Hancock  Andrew                         07773 331 481         andy@handy2.worldonline.co.uk
Hawken  Steve   01872 571582  07881 585 208         stephen@hawken.f9.co.uk
Heywood Martin  01406 362099   
Hobbins Barry  01326 318143           barry.flyer@virgin.net
Hodgeson Rob  01548 559083 07754 543 672        rob_hodgeson@btopenworld.com 
Hoer   Jeff   01404 850489
Holmes  Tim     07812 023 576



Surname  Name  Phone  Mobile        e-mail

Howse  Paul  01326 574498  07749 890 061        paul@woodenpebbles.plus.com
James  Alan    07929 132 006
Jones   Gay   01326 574498 07812 710 883
Jones  Martin  01736 871246           capstangallery@btinternet.com
Jones   Tim   01209 832234           tjtjones@talk21.com
Kerhoas Michel  01326 372215 07767 887834         mich.kerhoas@fsmail.net 
Kippax  Richard        07733407673         richikippax@hotmail.com 
Koller  Graham 01452 502599 07814 133 536        graham.koller@btinternet.com
Knight  Alan  01209 831748
Knight  Jon   01736 753387  07768 254 274        jon@jon-knight.com
Lira  Manuel  01326 314719  07866 367 310
Marking Ron  01209 213254          (Honorary Member)
May  Graham 01209 843380           graham-may@tinyonline.co.uk
Mickleburgh Raymond 01872 863006 07773 027 263        rammellingey@tiscali.co.uk
Nancarrow  Dave   01872 573835           davidnancarrow@hotmail.com
Ongley  Clive    07901 851 855         cliveongley@bconnect.com
Phillips  Stephen    07753 744 440         sjp@dv20.fsnet.co.uk
Phipps  Alan   01872 273839  07980 275 918         alan@aphid.f9.co.uk
Phipps  Graham  01209 842877  07785 593 559         graham@flychaps.force9.co.uk
Pittman Neville  01736 330412 07919 034 652        nevpittman@yahoo.co.uk
Presland Mark  01736 755156 07977 207 991        lslywl@aol.com
Puckey  Barry   01503 265934 
Rainey  Graham
Reynolds  Brian   01209 210174  07773 080 906         brianreynolds3@btinternet.com
Richards Mike
Rose  Stephen 01208 814989  07968 585 281        lynda.rose@btinternet.com 
Scott               Martin             01872 572456            
Seyler   Patrick    07775 697 241         paddy@mntv.com
Smith   Chris   01752 851696  07855 512 309
Stevens  Dave     07855 688 203              soapy@sprite-motorcycles.
                freeserve.co.uk          
Stockman Richard 01392 215411  07887 526 488        richnsara@blueyonder.co.uk
Squibbs Christiane             chrissquibbs@aol.com 
Sweeney  Karl   01752 851818  07899 075 033        karl@sweeney01.fsnet.co.uk
Treneer  Roger   01736 368407  078130984483
Trewartha  Jon   01736 757771 07780 997650               flyingwiz.flyingwiz@virgin.net
Vercesi  Ron   01736 361555  07782 132 691         ron.vercesi@btconnect.com
Ward  Mark  01749 672654  07714 692 841         m.awkward@btinternet.com
Whitelaw  Phil   01326 564369  07879 416 308         PhilWhitelaw@hotmail.com
Whitmarsh  Richard  01872 520647           whitters777@hotmail.com
Whittaker Chris  01209 860401  07977 250 225        chriswhittaker@hotmail.com
Williams Thomas 01503 240556 07790 530378         selling_air@hotmail.com
Wood  Jeffery  01736 793298  07748 813 58
Wood  Mike  01752 204987 07881 595 668        mikewood69@blueyonder.co.uk
Woodhams  Mark   01326 378555           both@marksteff.f9.co.uk
Woollams  John   01637 879281           sylvenzz@hotmail.com
Zahara  Charlie  01872 222945  07795 273374         carmzahra@aol.com

*If your details have changed, or you wish you include your details to fill in the gaps! 
Please contact: Paul Howse 01326 574498 / 07749 890 061

I M P O R T A N T  N U M B E R S :
Perranporth Airfield 01872 552266 
Highcliffe (Mr Crocker) 01840 230418 
RNAS Culdrose 01326 574121 
Lands End Aerodrome Control Tower 01736 788944
Penzance Heliport 01736 364296 
Military Freephone for midweek flying 0800 51 55 44 
Red Arrows, Royal Flights and TRA’s  0500 35 48 02
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